ULS 7th Grade Supply List
2024– 2025 SY

ITEMS FOR HOMEWORK

• All students need to have access to a printer at home to print documents for class

READING WRITING WORKSHOP

• One 2” three ring binder
• 5 dividers with tabs
• Loose leaf paper (lots)
• Blue or black pens
• Pencils
• Red pens
• 5 different colored highlighters
• Composition Journal

SCIENCE

• One 2” Plastic, Flexible 3- ring binder (purple if possible)
• Loose leaf paper (not in binder)
• 12 Pack colored pencils
• Purple ink pen
• Pencils
• Ruler (metric)
• Glue
• Scissors

SOCIAL STUDIES

• One 2” three ring binder or other method of storing notes, maps, or other resources
• Loose Leaf paper
• Colored pencils
• Three different colored highlighters
• Writing implements (pen or pencils) (no red for exams)

MATHEMATICS

• One 1½” 3 ring binder
• 8 Divider Tabs
• Composition Book
• Loose-leaf paper
• Graph paper
• Pencils
• Erasers
• Highlighters
• Calculator
  o TI-30Xii Calculator (Pre-Algebra)
  o TI-84 Plus Graphing Calculator (Algebra I)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION & HEALTH
  • Combination lock for locker (Master Lock 175D)

ELECTIVES: Art, Band, Choir, STEM
  • Supply lists for these courses will be provided by the instructor during the first class meeting.

WORLD LANGUAGE
  • Supply lists for these courses will be provided by the instructor during the first class meeting.